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The B meson decays to the D���D���K �nal states are important to understand the b � ccs process� related
to the long�standing problem of the semileptonic B decay rate� The �� possible B decays to D���D���K are
reconstructed exclusively� We observe ������ B� and 	�
��� B� decays to these doubly charmed �nal states
and the branching fractions or upper limits are determined for all �nal states�

�� INTRODUCTION

The inconsistency between the measured b �
ccs rate and the rate of semileptonicB decays has
been a long�standing problem in B physics ���	
As a possible explanation of this problem� it has
been conjectured �
� that B�b � ccs� is larger
than expected and that decays of the type B �
D���D���K �X� �where D��� can be either a D��
D��� D�� or D��� could contribute signi�cantly
to the decay rate	 Experimental evidence in sup�
port of this picture includes the branching frac�
tion measured by CLEO for wrong�sign D pro�
duction B�B � DX� � ��� � 
�
�� ���� and
the observation of a small number of fully re�
constructed decays B � D���D���K� both by
CLEO ��� and ALEPH ���	 More recently� BABAR
��� and Belle �� have reported some preliminary
results on the evidence for transitions B� �
D��D����K� with much larger data sets	
B � D���D���K decays can proceed

through two di�erent amplitudes with exter�
nal or internal �also called color�suppressed� W �
emission �Fig	 ��	 Some decay modes proceed
purely through one of these amplitudes while oth�
ers can proceed through both	 In BABAR� the
large recorded data set now allows comprehen�
sive investigations of these transitions	 A detailed
description of the results presented here can be
found in ���	
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Figure �	 Left� internal �left� and external
�right� W �emission diagram for the decays B �
D���D���K	

�� MEASUREMENT OF THE BRANCH�

ING FRACTIONS

The BaBar detector is described in detail in ���	
This study is based on �	� fb�� of data collected
at the � ��S� resonance with the BABAR detec�
tor at the PEP�II asymmetric�energy B factory�
corresponding to ��
��� ����� ��� BB pairs	
The B� and B� mesons are reconstructed in

a sample of hadronic events for all the possi�
ble DDK modes	 The D� candidates are re�
constructed in the decay modes D�� � D����
D�� � D���� D�� � D���� and D�� �






D��	 The D� and D� mesons are reconstructed
in the decay modes D� � K���� K������
K�������� and D� � K�����	 K� are re�
constructed only from the decays K�

S
� ����	

B candidates are reconstructed by combining one
D���� one D��� and one K candidate	 A mass�
constrained kinematic �t is applied to all interme�
diate particles	 The selection procedure includes
a cut on the ratio of the second to the zeroth Fox�
Wolfram moments to be less than �	�� to elimi�
nate continuum e�e� � q�q events	 Charged kaon
identi�cation based on the Cherenkov angle mea�
sured in the DIRC detector and the the dE�dx
measurements in the drift chamber and the vertex
tracker is used for most D decay modes� as well
as for the K� from the B meson decay	 To isolate
the B meson signal� we use two kinematic vari�
ables� the di�erence between the reconstructed
energy of the B candidate and the beam energy
in the center of mass frame ��E�� and the beam
energy substituted mass �mES�	
The mES and �E spectra of the selected events

are shown in Fig	 
 for the sum of all the decay
modes� separately for B� and B�	 An excess of
�
��� B� and ����� B� events over the com�
binatorial background is observed in the signal re�
gion	 The number of events due to the combinato�
rial background is evaluated in the following way	
First� the mES distribution in the background
control region �E � ��MeV is �tted with an
ARGUS function ����	 Then events are selected
in the signal slice j�E��Eshiftj � 
����E where
�Eshift � ��� � ��MeV is �tted from the data
and is due to imperfect modeling of the charged
K energy loss in the detector material and ��E

is the resolution on �E	 The mES distribution
of the combinatorial background is assumed to
be the same as in the control region except for
the normalization factor which is re�tted in the
range ��

 � mES � ��
GeV�c�	 This func�
tion is used to extrapolate the expected number
of combinatorial background events in the region
��
 � mES � ��
�GeV�c� where the signal is ex�
pected	 Finally the number of background events
B determined in this way is subtracted from the
total number of events in the signal region to ob�
tain the number of signal events S	
For the determination of the branching fraction
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Figure 
	 The �E and mES spectra �a�c�e� for
the sum of all the B� � D���D���K modes and
�b�d�f� for the sum of all the B� � D���D���K
modes	 �a�b�� �E for ��
 � mES � ��
�GeV�c�	
�c�d�� mES for j�E ��Eshiftj � 
����E	 �e�f��
mES for �E � ��MeV �background control re�
gion�	 The curves superimposed on themES spec�
tra correspond to the background �ts described
in the text and the shaded regions represent the
background in the signal region ��
 � mES �
��
�GeV�c�	

this procedure is repeated for all the D secondary
decay submodes to take advantage of the di�er�
ent signal to background ratios	 The branching
fraction is extracted from a maximum likelihood
�t to the number of events in the signal region
for each submode taking into account the recon�
struction e�ciency� the submode branching frac�
tions� the combinatorial background estimated as
explained above and the cross�feed	 The latter is
important only for modes containing a D�� and
is estimated using a cross�feed matrix determined
from the Monte Carlo simulation	
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The results of this �t are reported in Table �	
For the decay modes with a signi�cance S�

p
B

smaller than �� a ��� con�dence level �C	L	� up�
per limit is also derived	 The systematical error
reported in the table has been computed taking
into account the various reconstruction e�cien�
cies �track� photon� kaon identi�cation�� the back�
ground description� the submode branching frac�
tion uncertainties and decay model dependences	

�� SEARCH FOR RESONANT SUB�

STRUCTURE

B � D���D����K� decay modes are used
to probe the possible presence of intermediate
DsJ resonances decaying into D����K�� where
DsJ are P�wave excitations of the c�s system	
A search has been performed for D�

s��
���� in
the �nal state D��K� in the four decay modes
B� � D�D��K�� B� � D��D��K�� B� �
D�D��K�� and B� � D��D��K�	 The distribu�
tion of the variable �m � m

�
D��K�

��m �
D��

�

for the events reconstructed in the signal region
���
 � mES � ��
�GeV�c�� for these four decay
modes has been �tted with the sum of a thresh�
old function and a Gaussian function describing
the signal	 This procedure yields an estimated
signal of 
����	 D

�
s��
����� D��K� events out of

��� �� B � D���D��K� events	
The same procedure has been used to search for

the production of the D�
sJ
�
��� resonance decay�

ing in the D�K� mode	 The decays modes used
for this search are� B� � D�D�K�� D��D�K��
D�D�K� and D��D�K�	 The �tted yield of
D�
s��
��� � D�K� decays is �� � � events out

of ���� �� B � D���D�K� events	
These results show that there is no signi�cant

production of these narrow DsJ resonances in
these decays	 Upper limits are obtained for the
individual modes ��� 	
Broad DsJ resonance can be searched in these

decays by studying the Dalitz plot	 This has been
done for the mode B� � D��D��K�� which has
the largest number of reconstructed events and
also has the largest purity	 The density of events
in the lower region of the Dalitz plot �i	e	� for
small values of m�D��K�� and large values of
m�D��D���� is signi�cantly larger in the data

than in the simulation with no resonance �phase
space density�	 More data are necessary to con�
�rm this �nding and study possible interpreta�
tions	

�� CONCLUSIONS

A complete measurement of all possible B �
D���D���K channels has been presented	 The
measured branching fractions are in good agree�
ment with earlier measurements made with
smaller data sets for some of these modes ����	
The existence of the decays B� � D��D�K�

S

and B� � D��D��K�
S
� which are important for

the BaBar CP violation program �������� has
been demonstrated	 A signi�cant signal for the
color suppressed decay mode B� � D��D�K�

has also been observed	
One of the motivations of this analysis is to

understand whether decays B � D���D���K can
explain the wrong�sign D�meson rates in B de�
cays and reconcile the total b� ccs rate with the
predictions of Ref	 �
�	 After summing over all
submodes� the branching fractions of the B� and
of the B� to D���D���K are found to be

B�B�
� D

���
D

���
K � ����� 
��� 
���� ��

B�B�
� D

���
D

���
K � ����� 
��� 
���� ��

This study shows that a signi�cant fraction of the
transitions b � ccs proceed through the decays
B � D���D���K	 These decay modes account for
about one half of the wrong�sign D production
rate in B decays� B�B � DX� � ����
�
�� ����
however� because of the large statistical error on
the latter measurement� it is not yet clear whether
they saturate it	
A search for resonant substructures shows that

the D�
s��
���� contribution to B � D���D��K�

decays is small	 No evidence for a D�
sJ
�
��� con�

tribution to B � D���D�K� decays is found	
Finally� a simple Dalitz�plot analysis of the de�
cays B� � D��D��K� shows that the three�
body phase�space decay model does not give a
satisfactory description of these decays	
I wish to thank the organizers for the very

pleasant and fruitful conference	
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Table �
Branching fractions for each mode	 The �rst error on each branching fraction is the statistical uncertainty
and the second one is the systematic uncertainty	 For the decay modes with a signi�cance S�

p
B smaller

than �� a ��� con�dence level �C	L	� upper limit is also derived	 The lines separate the B� and B� decays
proceeding through external� external plus internal and internal W�emission amplitudes respectively	

B decay mode Branching Fraction ��� Upper Limit ���
B� � D�D�K� ���� ����� ����
B� � D�D��K� ����� ���� ���
B� � D��D�K� ��������


������ ����
B� � D��D��K� ����� ����� ���

B� � D�D�K� ���������
������ ���� ���

B� � D��D�K� �D�D��K� ����� ���
� ����
B� � D��D��K� �������������
� ����

B� � D�D�K� ����� ����� ���
 ����
B� � D�D��K� �D��D�K� �������
������ ��� ���
B� � D��D��K� ��������������� ���� ����

B� � D�D�K� ����� ���� ���� ��
�
B� � D��D�K� �������������
� ���� ����
B� � D�D��K� ���
���������� ���
B� � D��D��K� �������������� ����

B� � D�D�K� ����� ����� ����
B� � D��D�K� ��������	������ ���� ����
B� � D�D��K� ���� ���� ���
B� � D��D��K� ���������

������ ���

B� � D�D�K� ����� ����� ���� ����
B� � D�D��K� ���
� ���
� ���� ���
B� � D��D�K� ����� ����� ���

B� � D��D��K� ����� ����� ���
 ����
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